
My name is Annette Smith.  I am Executive Director of Vermonters for a Clean Environment.  I
would like to thank the Chair and the committee for hearing my testimony today on S.27 relating
to the Public Service Board process for reviewing electric generation facilities, giving more
weight to public input and that of municipalities.

VCE generally supports the intent of this legislation. We have been working with communities
impacted by new electric generation facilities for the last two years and have heard a great deal
of frustration expressed by town board members and the public. Their concerns focus on the lack
of meaningful input that towns and communities have in the decisions being made by the three-
member Public Service Board, especially in the siting of utility scale wind projects but also
biomass and solar facilities.

We focus our comments today on section (f)(D) on page 8, beginning on line 10, and suggest
amending the legislation to provide a more meaningful public process.  The process outlined in
the legislation for municipalities to gather information and provide input to the PSB goes far
beyond what the select board and planning commission in my town of Danby would normally
do, and in our experience that of many Vermont towns.  The process described is similar to the
Section 248 and Act 250 review processes, and requires technical knowledge and administrative
support few towns currently enjoy.

Furthermore, without financial resources to hire experts to evaluate the complex engineering,
land use, and legal issues involved, municipal boards will have to make decisions based on
limited information, often supplied only by the applicant.  This is already happening with the
PSB process, and in our opinion is resulting in inconsistent and often inadequate standards for
fundamental issues such as setbacks from property lines.

The best way to make this funding available is through the intervenor funding process, a well-
established policy used by other states which requires the developer to put in escrow funds that
are available to parties that are impacted by their proposal.  We have provided a memo on
Intervenor funding1, which has been used in California and New York to provide a more
balanced and fair process for the public and municipalities to participate in regulatory
proceedings.  Intervenor funding has been discussed by this committee in the past, and language
has been drafted describing how the process would work.  We strongly encourage you to add an
intervenor-funding process to the bill.

Without such funding, many Vermont towns will be left with a tool they will be unable to use.
Not only will that not accomplish the goals of this bill, as we understand them, but it also
threatens to send the wrong message to the PSB.  In cases where towns cannot afford to
undertake a full review process, the PSB may incorrectly infer from their silence that they
support the project.

For eleven years, VCE has worked on very difficult land use development cases.  Subjects
include large farms, quarries, gravel pits, large groundwater withdrawals, biomass plants, solar
fields, and wind turbines.  These issues share the common theme of utilizing a public trust
resource -- land, air (wind), sunshine, and water – with the potential for major community
                                                  
1 VCE Memo on Intervenor Funding  http://vce.org/IntFund_FactsMemo.pdf



impacts that often require immediate responses should problems occur.  In our experience a
collaborative process works better than the contested case scenario currently used by the PSB.
We have successfully participated in the development of several collaborative processes and
though we recognize they will not work in every case, we think it is time to provide for
collaboration as an option for ensuring community input, which is the goal of this bill.
Collaborative processes build relationships, create a more level playing field where the costs of
the development proposal are borne solely by the applicant, and empower community members.

We are not the only ones seeking more collaborative processes, especially for the siting of big
wind turbines.  Two days ago, a leading acoustician published a commentary in Renewable
Energy World2 called “Looking for Wind Industry Leadership in Reducing Noise Impacts.”
Jim Cummings of Acoustic Ecology Institute wrote,

It’s high time that forward-looking industry insiders take the lead in forging a more
flexible, collaborative relationship with communities, acknowledging that the noise
tolerance we are used to is not universal: some rural regions are far less amenable to
moderate, yet easily audible, turbine noise...  It’s time to get creative, and become
constructive citizens by working with, rather than against, regional differences in how
communities define the local quality of life.

Utility scale wind turbines, and other large scale projects that utilize public trust resources, have
a number of community impacts that are best addressed through a process that directly involves
the affected communities from the beginning, especially in assuring that the decision-makers are
hearing the best information so they can make informed decisions.  We suggest adding language
in section (f)(D) that describes an option for developers to collaborate with communities through
a stakeholder process in which they mutually agree on the experts to hire to evaluate the projects
for the permitting process.

We recommend utilizing the Act 250 district commission process for establishing party status,
and having the Act 250 coordinators who are already skilled at coordinating act as facilitators for
the collaborative process.  A case could be made for moving renewable energy proposals with
large community impacts out of the PSB process entirely and into Act 250, and that is something
we recommend looking at if S.28 is taken up.  It is relevant to note that the PSB does not enforce
the permits they issue, while Act 250 does.  Whether the issue is wind turbine noise or trucking
of wood for biomass electricity production, there is usually a need for enforcement after a project
is built and we currently do not have a process by which the PSB addresses complaints
concerning renewable energy facility operations.

My written testimony includes links to a guide to collaboration published by the University of
Virginia’s Institute for Environmental Negotiation3.  We would be glad to work with you to

                                                  
2 Looking for Wind Industry Leadership in Reducing Noise Impacts
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2011/02/looking-for-wind-industry-leadership-
in-reducing-noise-impacts
3 Collaboration:  A Guide for Environmental Advocates
http://www.virginia.edu/ien/docs/collaboration_part1.pdf
http://www.virginia.edu/ien/docs/collaboration_part2.pdf
http://www.virginia.edu/ien/docs/collaboration_part3.pdf



develop legislative language that allows for the option of collaboration on energy generation
siting, especially renewables.  For local expertise, we recommend Sean Nolon, Director of
Vermont Law School’s Dispute Resolution Program.4  We have provided a link to his recent
paper, “Advocating for Process:  A Framework for Land Use Lawyers,”5 which provides details
about collaborative processes.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on what is a critical issue right now in Vermont,
revising the public process surrounding the development of electrical generation facilities so that
municipalities and the public have more say in what is constructed and operated in their
communities.

Annette Smith, Executive Director
Vermonters for a Clean Environment
789 Baker Brook Road, Danby VT  05739
(802) 446-2094, www.vce.org, vce@vce.org

                                                  
4 Sean F. Nolon, Director, Dispute Resolution Program, Associate Professor of Law, Vermont Law
School, (802) 831-1376 http://vermontlaw.edu/x6871.xml
5 http://www.vce.org/ZPL-SNolon-Process.pdf


